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Executive summary

Welcome to Deloitte’s third Outsourcing Advisory Services
quarterly compendium. This compendium reflects our
belief in execution-based strategy and strategy-based
execution. It is designed for the triad of clients that Deloitte
Outsourcing Advisory serves: Corporate, Mergers and
Acquisitions/Private Equity and the Outsourcing Vendor
Community.
As always, our compendium offers insights to decisionmakers and influencers across the board — from chief
executives to front-line managers. Articles have been
selected based on recent developments in the world of
outsourcing, insourcing and offshoring and offer insights
on trends, approaches and specific challenges faced by
clients as they embark on their respective journeys.
The five articles in this compendium are spread across four
phases of outsourcing; strategic assessments, negotiations,
transition and vendor management. Each of these articles
can be read as a self-contained piece or can be reviewed
in concert as they describe a number of activities and
challenges in the end-to-end journey.
1. The first article this quarter outlines a quality
management approach to managing Transitions,
which improves the likelihood of an on-time transition
but can also improve the delivery and performance of
steady-state services.
During transition there is a natural tension between
service providers and clients. Service providers are
motivated to complete the transition as quickly as
possible, while clients want them to gain a thorough
understanding of the in-scope services and take over
the services without impacting business operations.
Managing transition quality can balance these
competing objectives and inject a healthy dose of
confidence in the relationship.

2. Global Business Services are becoming the de-facto
standard for global organizations ready to take their
shared services to the next level. The second article
this quarter describes the emerging trend of Global
Business Services and the value it can provide to
global organizations. Global Business Services is a
fundamentally different way of thinking about support
services throughout the organization, with a common
leadership and governance structure tied to overall
organizational objectives.
The article outlines the five essential characteristics
and behaviors necessary to drive the sustainable
performance improvements many organizations seek.
Most importantly, the article provides six keys to
effective Global Business Services implementation.
3. The third article this quarter explores an innovative
concept for companies who are operating mature
shared service centers — divesting your Shared
Service Center as a springboard to a profitable
outsourcing relationship. Many leading companies
have invested in large Shared Service Centers (SSCs)
that have now begun to reach maturity. At the same
time, Service Providers are looking to scale up through
acquisitions; these SSCs are becoming a credible asset
that can be divested. Case-studies have been used to
illustrate this and demonstrate the potential benefits of
share services center divestiture.
A window of opportunity has opened up for companies
with mature SSCs to monetize them by selling them to
an outsourcing service provider, potentially creating a
win-win equation.

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Consulting LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a
detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the
rules and regulations of public accounting.
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4. Contract negotiations can be an intensive exercise for
all parties involved and they often end up becoming an
unpredictable and lengthy experience. Our fourth article
this quarter is a navigation guide for companies to
prepare and manage through negotiations along a
predictable and efficient timeline.
Too often companies operate under a false belief
that negotiation is just the final component of a deal.
Instead, they should begin planning for negotiations in
the early stages of an outsourcing journey. Our five-step
guide enables outsourcing sponsors to lead this crucial
activity with assurance and promotes an effective and
reliable outcome for those involved.
5. Effective Vendor Management (VM) is a critical
component of successful outsourcing arrangements.
Our final article outlines an approach to further
increase the effectiveness of VM capabilities by
performing program office activities in an offshore
location.

The article reviews the VM program office functions
that are good candidates for offshoring and addresses
potential risks that need to be managed with the
offshoring decision. A range of benefits can be realized;
including access to specialized skills, centralized Centers
of Excellence, and scalable support functions can be
efficiently and seamlessly managed.
We hope you find these articles of value, whether you are
looking to embark on an outsourcing journey, assessing
your current operations, bringing operations back in-house
or renegotiating your contracts. As the world’s largest
outsourcing advisor by revenue and FTEs and ranked #11
as the 2013 World’s Best Outsourcing Advisory Services
organization, we hope you find this and the continued
installments of the compendium accretive to your business.

1 IAOP World’s Best Outsourcing Advisors Ranking- Source: May 20,
2013, FORTUNE®
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A time-sensitive approach to managing
contract negotiations
The road less travelled

Introduction: The big 5
Negotiating a managed services outsourcing deal does not
have to be an unpredictable and lengthy experience. A
company can effectively prepare for vendor negotiations
and then manage the negotiation process along a
predictable, efficient timeline:
1. Know where you want to go
2. Don’t bring backseat drivers
3. Plan your route and avoid detours
4. Don’t get sucked into a tourist trap
5. Don’t prolong the process: It’s a journey, not a joyride
Similar to successfully navigating heavy traffic during
your morning commute, successfully guiding a contract
negotiation requires experience and attention, up-front
preparation and planning, clear direction and objectives,
and disciplined execution. While taking the “scenic route”
may be an attractive option for your next vacation, taking
the most direct route, like with your morning commute,
can help to reach closure in contract negotiations with an
outsourcing vendor.
This paper will help you to identify common obstacles
along the way and identify approaches that, when
incorporated into an overall managed services outsourcing
strategy can greatly reduce the time and cost that often
characterize the journey to an agreement.
The effectiveness of these considerations is dependent
on a realization that capturing the full value of an
outsourcing deal starts the moment the RFP drafting
process commences. Too often companies operate under a
false belief that negotiation is just the final component of a
deal — little more than the last step in a series of activities,
during which the “Terms and Conditions” and the final
price are agreed. Instead, outsourcing sponsors should
begin planning for vendor negotiations in the early stages
of an outsourcing procurement effort. In other words,
even though the actual discussions with potential vendors
do not begin immediately, planning for those discussions
should be an early focus area of outsourcing sponsors.

Negotiating a managed services outsourcing deal
does not have to be an unpredictable and lengthy
experience.
Know where you want to go
A successful outsourcing deal requires selecting the right
vendor with the right solution for your needs, and crafting
a deal that is a win-win for both buyer and vendor. To
achieve this, a company must first understand what exactly
it wants to outsource, and then strike the right balance
between quality of service, solution design, flexibility, risk
and price. That theoretical “right” mix, of course, depends
in part on the company’s priorities. For example, the
company may have traditionally had contact center quality
issues and may want to outsource this service to improve
response time and reduce dropped calls. To achieve its
goal, the company may be willing to spend more than it
currently does today. In another example, a firm may have
an inefficient accounts payable operation and may seek
to outsource the service to increase efficiency. In both
examples, increasing the value of an outsourcing deal
will require thoughtful negotiation planning and tactics
— all of which must be tied to the initial requirements
and properly incorporated into the overall plan before
contacting vendors, aligning on a solution, and entering
contract negotiations.
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Effectively managing the contracting process has become
a more important consideration over the last few years. As
outsourcing has become a more commonly used solution,
companies have reached a level of comfort with the overall
procurement protocol that can lead them to overlook
important factors in the negotiations process. For example,
many companies (accustomed to a normal procurement
cycle) often delay negotiation until after a single preferred
vendor has been selected. However, this typically
results in a sub-optimal deal, as the company loses the
opportunity to test different scenarios across a small group
of finalist vendors once a single vendor is awarded the
deal. To derive the greatest value from the procurement
process while keeping the project on schedule, careful
consideration in developing a list of 2 — 3 finalist vendors,
then selecting candidates for detailed negotiation,
developing evaluation criteria, establishing negotiation
objectives, and finalizing terms and conditions for “best
and final offers” (or “BAFOs”) can make the difference
between a short, predictable negotiation and an extended
random walk to a potentially unsatisfactory deal.
Don’t bring backseat drivers
Once management decides what to outsource and the
goals for doing so, it is critical to communicate details to
all stakeholders, aligning everyone to the strategy and
desired end state.
While it seems obvious, we cannot stress enough how
foundational it is to enter the negotiation with a unified
front across the company stakeholders and a clear,
common set of objectives to be achieved in contract
negotiations. Realizing these objectives begins when
drafting the RFP, during which time all of the company’s
stakeholders (decision-makers and influencers) in the
outsourcing deal need to have a common understanding
of the “as-is” and reach agreement on the desired “to-be”
states of business operations. This understanding should
then be described clearly in terms and conditions (vetted
with legal counsel) that can be attached to the RFP to

make absolutely clear what the expectations will be for
on-going operation of the deal, as well as expectations
for risk apportionment, pricing, flexibility, and other key
aspects of the outsourcing relationship. Depending on
the nature and purpose of the overall deal, there may
be trade-offs required while establishing the wish-list of
requirements among stakeholders.
Beyond the direct stakeholders, however, senior risk
management, legal, planning, procurement, and other
functional leaders must understand and support the
general strategy and desired service delivery end-state.
Further, as these stakeholders may not be directly involved
in the outsourcing initiative, it is critical they are engaged
early on and their views and concerns are incorporated in
the outsourcing objectives. If key influencers or decision
makers are overlooked, it is entirely possible that late into
the negotiation process, an otherwise good deal that
appeared to meet the original business requirements could
be compromised or completely derailed.
Plan your route to reduce detours
Before issuing the RFP to vendors, the company must
create and adhere to protocols for conducting the vendor
selection and negotiation processes. First, establish a
schedule and milestones for each key step along the
journey: issuing the RFP, receiving responses, evaluating
responses, scheduling oral presentations, refining the
solution, etc. Then create specific evaluation criteria (e.g.
a scoring matrix or similar) that will be used to evaluate
the vendors’ solutions in a fair and consistent manner.
Finally, anticipate potential circumstances that would
be acceptable reasons for shifting the initial negotiation
timeline. Establishing these protocols in advance of
submitting the RFP to vendors enables the application
of a uniform approach throughout the entire vendor
selection and negotiation process. For example, having
a protocol in place is especially useful for when requests
arise from vendors for additional time to respond to the
RFP, or vendors submit “no-bids”. While such requests
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and positions can represent actual vendor concerns,
they may also indicate a lack of interest from the vendor.
Prequalifying vendors to confirm their interest prior to
issuing the RFP is one good way to avoid “no-bids”.
Moving forward with capable, interested, responsive
vendors can improve the timeliness of the overall process
and increase the likelihood that the selected vendor will
be able to meet the original evaluation criteria in the final
deal.
As the company evaluates the proposed vendor solutions,
establishing a well-balanced vendor shortlist is critical to
building predictability into the negotiation process. There
are many capable providers for most types of services;
however, balancing the traditional services powerhouses
with relative newcomers and “niche” players can help
drive increased creativity and flexibility into the proposed
solution designs. Vendor creativity in solution design is
invaluable and can often take weeks or months off the
overall project schedule.
Don’t get sucked in to tourist traps
During the process of developing a request for proposal,
evaluating vendors, and negotiating, there will be
distractions which can distract the team and prolong the
process. Developing a process that anticipates and avoids
such distractions is essential to achieving a quick, efficient
deal. Common areas to keep in mind include:
1. Early pricing. While early pricing submissions can help
to validate assumptions, investing too much time and
credibility in them will distract attention from viable
solutions.
2. Excessive performance criteria. In an attempt to make
certain a solution is holistic, firms sometimes make the
mistake of trying to turn every measurable detail of
operations into a hard and fast performance metric;
this is difficult for a client to manage in daily operations
and even more difficult for vendors to incorporate into
a solution.

… investing too much time and credibility in [early
pricing submissions] will distract attention from
viable solutions.
3. Hypothetical transformations. Proposals can often
include transformative solutions that are beyond the
scope of the RFP. While these may highlight interesting
options, the true implications of transformative
solutions are often unclear at this stage and can distract
both parties.
4. Dashboards and reports. Dashboards and reports
can highlight a vendor’s ability to provide clarity and
insights; they are not often substantial differentiators
and can often be matched across vendor solutions.
Don’t prolong the process: It’s a journey, not a joy
ride
Once a vendor short-list is established based on vendors’
RFP solutions, and before entering negotiations, some
companies issue a full set of contract documents to
vendors and ask for a response to the specific terms
and conditions that ultimately comprise the agreement.
Regardless of whether a company decides to do this
before or after launching negotiations, the client should
consider streamlining the physical agreement to
facilitate a fast and efficient “back-and-forth” exchange of
documents between the customer and vendor. The fastest
negotiations tend to be those utilizing agreements that
are the shortest and possess an overall taxonomy that is
consistent and easily understood by business and technical
personnel. While the agreement structure and length are
often ultimately driven by legal counsel on both sides,
these elements must be factored into the overall timeline
and plan. Also, as the business will be responsible for
day to day adherence to and management of the terms
of the agreement, working collaboratively with counsel
to simplify the documents in advance of entering into a
finalized agreement can help facilitate a timely deal close
and reduce on-going overhead.
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In Summary, be a good driver
Investing the time up-front to capture what the company
wants from the deal and effectively communicating this
information to qualified, interested vendors can simplify
and reduce the duration of the actual negotiation, thereby
saving the company time and money. The negotiation

should simply serve as the opportunity to close remaining
details. It should not be a complete “soup-to-nuts”
discussion of the nature and structure of the deal. In
summary, by remembering to execute the Big 5, the
negotiation process can be simpler, more predictable, and
can get you to your desired destination.

For illustrative purpose:
Mile marker

What will it cost you?

Know where you
want to go

Discovering you overlooked an objective and needing to negotiate it into a deal at the end can
add weeks or months to the timeline

No backseat
drivers

Waffling on key objectives during the RFP and negotiations process could add anywhere from a
week to six months to the negotiation

Plan your route
to reduce detours

Falling to set our clear criteria in advance of receiving responses to a RFP can cause confusion,
dithering, and missed expectations — it is worth about a month or two of delay

Do not get
sucked in to
tourist traps

Moving focus from viable vendors that can comply with technical capabilities and Ts & Cs to ones
that submit low pricing figures or present solutions that are not part of the base service can cost
two weeks to three months

It is a journey,
not a joy ride, do
not prolong it

Negotiating an unnecessarily large, complex, or poorly organized contract can take as much as
four to eight weeks longer than a short, concise, taxonomically ordered deal
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Leveraging your shared service center
as a springboard to a profitable
outsourcing relationship
Divesting your shared service center

Outsourcing initiatives are a well-recognized driver in
reducing costs and increasing service levels while enabling
a business to focus on its core functions. They also act
as a catalyst for broader transformation and send a
change signal to the rest of the organization. Traditional
approaches to outsourcing focus on procuring services
from an external partner, where the transfer of assets —
people, systems, intellectual property and often buildings
— is a secondary consideration. However, as large Shared
Service Centers (SSCs) created by companies have now
begun to reach maturity and as service providers look to
scale up through acquisitions; these centers are beginning
to offer a credible asset that can be divested. A window
of opportunity has opened up for companies with mature
SSCs to monetize them by selling them to an outsourcing
service provider. This can generate immediate cash, and
through the relationship with the service provider, further
savings and service improvements can be realized.
Utilizing your SSC as a springboard to a profitable
outsourcing relationship
Many leading organizations are seizing the opportunity
to outsource their SSC operations to service providers
in a move to realize additional up-front value from their
SSC investment. Such relationships can help to reduce
costs further, and through investment in the SSC by the
outsourcing service provider, they take service to a new
level.

New skills and capabilities of the outsourcing service
provider are accessed while, crucially for some businesses,
disruption may be reduced. The organization can then be
positioned to execute a business strategy focusing on its
core business while still providing a high quality of back
office services through working with an external provider.
Outsourcing grows, with spin-offs providing the
catalyst
The pressures on the economy are forcing many
companies to renew their focus on their core business,
while contemplating an outsourcing relationship to
provide noncore activities. As a result, the Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) market continues to grow rapidly on
a global scale. Economic pressures, coupled with the
availability of mature SSCs as an internal asset, have led
to a new appetite for a divestiture proposition. Service
providers, both onshore and offshore, are racing to bulk up
capabilities as the BPO market moves out of its adolescent
phase.
This imperative is shaped by the need to acquire new
capabilities, enter new geographies, even out the impact
of currency depreciation, or simply to bulk up their
contracted volumes. These vendors are seeking out mature
SSCs or internal businesses that can be divested.
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Case Study Overview —
CoreLogic’s India Divestiture
CoreLogic recently sold its India captive operations
to an outsourcing service provider. CoreLogic was
seeking to achieve the objectives of greater flexibility,
global scalability, higher effectiveness and efficiency
of existing operations, development of new tools,
technologies, and processes to support and grow
CoreLogic businesses. These operations represented
over 40% of the company’s employee base. Apart
from enabling the company to focus on their core
activities, CoreLogic’s sale of this part of the business
also resulted in a large cash flow injection. The
company received an upfront cash payment and
service credits to reinvest in its business.
There was low disruption to the business with an
integrated transition between sourcing the service
provider and the service provider providing BPO
and ITO services. The ongoing outsourcing contract
was structured to provide enhanced value and
the flexibility they required to match the strategic
objectives of the business. CoreLogic also developed
a structured vendor management program office
(VMPO) to manage the new relationship as well as its
other vendor relationships.
As a leader in Outsourcing Advisory Services our
dedicated team that advised CoreLogic on this
divestiture was composed of skilled practitioners from
various service lines including Strategy & Operations
Consulting, Human Capital Consulting, Accounting,
Tax Advisory, and Corporate Finance. Using the
network of member firms, the As One Deloitte
advantage translated to a short ramp-up to get the
project launched, streamlined communications and
the leveraging of multiple service lines to help the
client reach advantageous terms on both the sale and
long-term master professional services agreement and
to effectively establish the VMPO.

Sales of mature SSCs can be seen as a strategy for
transformational service improvement
The sale of a mature SSC to a service provider is sometimes
viewed as a logical next step to realizing further value in
the operation of a shared services environment. The sale
presents a cost reduction opportunity to release cash and
the ability to transform a fixed cost into a variable cost.
However, there are complex tax considerations which
should be carefully evaluated in order to reduce the tax
cost of the sale. When contemplating the sale of an SSC,
a company should be asking the following tax related
questions:
• What is the tax cost of the sale and how will the sale
impact the effective tax rate and the cash tax rate?
• Will local country taxes that are incurred be creditable
in another jurisdiction?
• Is the purchase price that is being paid wholly related
to the SSC or is a portion being paid for intellectual
property that may not be owned by the SSC?
• What is the tax impact of allocating the purchase price
between the interest in the SSC and other intellectual
property?
• Can the SSC be restructured in advance of a sale to
reduce local country tax?
• Will a change in control of the SSC result in lost
incentives or tax holidays?
The sale also provides a business model for the SSC
that encourages ongoing investment in the technology
and operations of the SSC, now in the form of a long
term outsourcing relationship. The sale also presents an
opportunity to increase the critical mass of back office
operations, increase staff retention through greater
career opportunities for staff in the SSC and improve
service levels through the creation of an external service
culture and contractual metrics. Often, staff retention
and future career development opportunities are the
biggest operational issues facing a mature SSC, especially
if they are in a low cost location. By providing the SSC
operations and personnel with a new home in a service
provider organization, the organization may be be better
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equipped to retain talent. A sale to a service provider may
also reduce disruption to the business in the transition
period, should the service provider take over and continue
to provide BPO services. However, extra effort is usually
required to change the culture within the SSC from that
of serving internal colleagues, to a culture of providing an
external service to clients.
Vendors are willing partners to scale up their
capabilities
The acquisition of an SSC by a service provider provides an
opportunity to rapidly scale up a business’s capabilities in
a growing and competitive market — with a geographic,
process or language scope. It also provides the service
provider with a long term annuity based relationship with
a potentially large, new client. Additionally, it can enable a
service provider to get into a new business area and gain
access to a new geography.
As the BPO market matures, service providers are moving
to the provision of complex business processes, such
as Knowledge Process Outsourcing, Financial Services
Outsourcing and other business processes. In such
relationships where knowledge transfer is difficult and the
capabilities being transferred are known intimately by the
client organization, innovative operational and commercial
structures are required. Very often such relationships
require an outsourcing and governance framework which
resembles a divestiture or joint venture to promote the full
effectiveness of the arrangement.
The growth of offshore BPO players is another catalyst. An
onshore service provider is seeking near shore or offshore
presence, while for an offshore service provider an onshore
presence can bolster its sales and market position. The
acquisition of a complementary SSC center may reduce
risks inherent in building a “greenfield” center. It may also
give life to the operational center through an existing
service relationship.
Second Generation Deals
The divestiture proposition is in its second generation. First
generation divestitures created stand-alone businesses
in their own right. In recent times, second generation
divestitures have started to occur where mature SSCs

were divested by the parent company. In the process,
the companies achieved their strategic objective of
focusing the organization on its core business activities,
while helping to realize value beyond a traditional
outsourcing relationship. In addition to a standard long
term outsourcing contract, the acquiring vendors paid
up-front cash value for the assets, intellectual property and
people acquired as a result of the transaction. Unilever’s
spin-off of its Latin American SSCs to an outsourcing
service provider and CoreLogic’s spin off its India SSC to
outsourcing service provider are in the vanguard of second
generation divestitures.

Case Study Overview — Unilever’s Latin America
Divestitures
Unilever sold two of its Latin American SSCs to an
outsourcing service provider. This brings the company’s
Latin America operations in line with their global
strategy to outsource non-core finance activities,
thereby allowing them to focus on becoming a business
partner. These centers were operated by 450 employees
and provided services to 20 business units across Latin
America in three different languages.
Apart from enabling the company to focus on their core
finance activities, Unilever’s sale of these businesses also
resulted in a cash flow injection. The company received
an upfront cash payment for their centers from the
vendor that included a significant amount for goodwill.
With low disruption to the business, there was an
integrated transition between sourcing the service
provider and the service provider providing BPO services.
The ongoing outsourcing contract was structured to
provide enhanced value and the flexibility they required
to match the strategic objectives of the group.
As a leader in Outsourcing Advisory Services our
dedicated team advised Unilever in this divestment,
from the time a vendor was selected to the time that
a contract for sale of center, as well as a long term
outsourcing contract, was negotiated with the service
provider.
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Phase 1:
Define strategy &
operating model

Phase 2:
Develop solution
& contract

Phase 3:
Manage transaction
& evaluate deal

Deloitte’s capabilities
Deloitte’s Outsourcing Advisory Services, Tax, and Financial
Advisory Services team supports similar engagements
to the ones outlined above. We provide a structured
approach to assisting clients in assessing the viability
of an SSC divestiture utilizing Deloitte’s demonstrated
methodology pictured above. First, it is essential that we
assess the strategy, value potential, and tax implications
of such an arrangement, the scope and structure of what
to outsource, which leads up to a market assessment and
service provider engagement for divesting the asset. The
next phase, after the due diligence activity, is engaging in

Phase 4:
Execute transition
& transformation

Phase 5:
Define strategy &
operating model

detailed contractual negotiations for selling the asset as
well as developing a long term contract with the service
provider acquiring the SSC. Then a transition of services
from the client’s SSC to the service provider should be
completed. Finally, a vendor management and governance
structure should be established to manage the service
provider and on-going operations. On-going monitoring,
through the vendor management organization, focuses on
alignment to business goals, adherence to required service
levels, risk management, continuous improvements, and
tracking value for money.
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Service Transition Quality Management
Get more out of your outsourcing transition

Objective
Complex outsourcing transitions can be difficult and risky
endeavors for an organization both during and after their
execution. The transition and post-day 1 time period
creates the first impression of the new operating model
for the consumers of outsourced services (Business Units,
End Users, etc.). It lays the foundation for an effective long
term relationship with the new service provide; establishes
the bar for service excellence with the provider and for
the future of your service delivery operations. How do you
mitigate the risk of value leakage during this critical and
complex phase and manage quality in service delivery in
order to meet the goals of a successful transition?
Deloitte is a leader in Transition Advisory Services and
has found that implementing a quality management
process during transition improves both the likelihood of
a successful and on-time transition and the delivery of
steady-state services.
This paper summarizes time-tested, practices that can
improve the overall performance of outsourcing transitions
and the resulting steady-state services.
Definition of quality in an outsourcing transition
Outsourcing transition quality can be defined as: the
process of developing the criteria to measure the evolving
ability of a new service provider to deliver services against
stated SLA’s and contractual commitments prior to go-live.
A few distinctions are important in this definition. First,
the criteria used to measure the quality of the provider to
deliver services are different based on the duration of the
transition and the number of resources that are impacted
by the transition.
Second, many of the criteria for measuring the quality of
an IT Outsourcing or ITO (e.g. infrastructure, data center,
network, applications) transition are different from the
criteria used for a Business Process Outsourcing or BPO
(e.g., Finance and Accounting, Procurement) transition.

Additionally, ITO transitions have a broad range of towers
and the specific criteria for an infrastructure operations
transition are different from an application maintenance
and development (ADM) transition, even though many of
the operational processes are similar.
Third, the ‘new service provider’ referred-to in the
definition could be a new outsourcing provider (if the client
organization is launching a new outsourcing initiative), a
new provider (if the services are being transitioned from
an incumbent service provider during a re-contracting
exercise), or an internal service provider (if services are
being transitioned from a 3rd party service provider as a
part of an insourcing initiative). Regardless of the transition
scenario, a rigorous quality management process improves
the likelihood of success in the transition of services. The
term ‘provider’ will be used generically throughout this
paper to describe the contracted firms that deliver the
outsourced services (ITO, BPO or HRO).
Finally, it is also important to think of transition quality
management in the same way as a software development
lifecycle (SDLC) or the process reengineering lifecycle. It is
defined and managed by an organization or person outside
of the transition project that provides the ‘third party
review’ of the transition deliverables.
Quality during an outsourcing transition
Why is quality management during a transition
important?
Transition of outsourced services from one provider to
another often presents competing goals. Service providers
are motivated to finish the transition as soon as possible
to get to their steady state revenues; while clients want
providers to gain a full understanding of the in-scope
services and take over the services with limited impact to
business operations. Transition quality management works
to balance these competing goals between the clients and
service providers to achieve an efficient and successful
transition.
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The overall duration of most transition programs are time
constrained by business imperatives (e.g. the termination
date of the current provider’s contract, financial targets
to be met urgently or other business drivers), causing
transition quality management processes to be ‘rubber
stamped’ to enable the transition to meet the target date.
An outsourcing transition offers an outsourcing initiative
the opportunity to ‘clean-up’ processes and documentation
(without performing a major transformation) as a part
of the movement of services from the incumbent to the
provider, taking advantage of both service providers’
contributions to the activity. Our experience shows that
the areas that benefit from this ‘clean-up’ opportunity are
process simplification, improvements in service delivery
documentation, reduction of backlog and improvements in
steady state services.
The transition provides the parties involved with the
opportunity to review, develop or update new operational
documentation as the new provider goes through the
knowledge transfer process.
Involving the provider and the client with oversight of the
quality aspects of the transition also has the potential to
offer a number of benefits.
• As the new provider executes knowledge transfer
activities, they learn how the current processes work
and update existing documentation (or develop new
documentation) to enable them to better run the
operations in steady state
• In scenarios where the outsourcing initiative is
driven by poor service delivery from the incumbent
service provider, one may find a backlog of tickets
or an accumulation of service requests waiting to
be assigned to the provider upon completion of the
transition. Having the new provider help with driving
down the backlog has multiple advantages including
the opportunity for the new provider to get practical
‘hands-on experience’ by completing the in-scope open
tickets and service requests. We have found that this
improves the quality of future service delivery and has
the byproduct of a reduction in the backlog

• As the new provider delivers services and updates the
documentation, they have the opportunity to identify
‘quick hits’, i.e., processes that can be ‘tweaked’ to
improve services both in the short and long term
• Clients who have outsourced operations for a long time
may have limited knowledge of their current operational
processes. Reviewing and approving operational
documentation developed or updated during the
transition provides clients the opportunity to once again
familiarize themselves with the operational processes.
Clients can also take advantage of this opportunity
to drive process improvements within the operational
environment that in turn can reduce operational costs
• Sets the benchmark for the quality of the delivery of
services
• Finally, it provides the client with the ability to confirm
whether the provider is ready to go live
Why not let the provider(s) manage the quality of the
transition?
Service providers often have a transition quality
management process; however, the focus tends to be
on overstaffing resources through the initial phase of the
transition with the assumption that quality issues will be
sorted out during stabilization and steady state. Many
providers don’t expect major quality of service risks during
transition. In addition, SLA impacts are low and switching
costs for the client early in a contract are high. This
makes transition low risk for providers. A robust quality
management process is time consuming and can impact
the transition timeline and costs. As a result, providers
prefer to focus on meeting project timelines rather than
implement a detailed quality management process.
Tips for a high quality transition
Quality criteria should be focused on:
• Improving service skills and documentation over time
• High quality steady state services
• Client and incumbent validation of service and
documentation quality
• Managing the quality and the schedule of transition
quality simultaneously
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In our experience, providers’ quality processes range from
a very high level review to a detailed review of the quality
of the transition. We consistently see that the providers’
quality gate criteria often does not provide enough visibility
to the client to be able to take proactive remediation steps
to address issues with the quality of transition.
The provider’s quality management process may be
unreliable due to the conflicting goals discussed earlier.
Ownership of the transition quality management processes
should reside with the client transition team and the
transition manager should maintain close involvement with
the review and approval of critical transition activities and
deliverables.

Planning

Knowledge
Acquisition

What components of the transition should be
monitored?
The purpose of a successful transition initiative is to
move services from the incumbent to the new service
provider with minimal impact to business operations.
Therefore, quality management should be aligned with the
methodology used to plan and execute a transition. Many
transition plans have ‘phases’, which represent each step
of the knowledge transfer process. It is a leading practice
to align quality gates with the phases as defined in the
transition plan. A transition plan typically has phases as
shown below.

Shadow

Source: Deloitte transition method

Reverse shadow

Stabilization

Quality gate go/no go decision

Figure 1: Quality Gate Alignment with Transition Phases
Quality gates can be established at the end of each
phase of the transition plan. It is intended to be a
process focused on continually improving services and
documentation from phase to phase.
The two guiding principles for monitoring the quality of
the transition are to:
1. Track an increasing level of the ability provider to deliver
services
2. Monitor the improvements in the operational
documentation during each phase
Some examples of transition components to monitor the
quality of are:
• Pre-Planning (PP)
–– Criteria should include items such as securing
delivery facilities, confirming network/security access
and onboarding of resources, documenting resource
and transition plans, and populating an onboarding
tracker (seats, licenses, badges, etc.).

• Knowledge Acquisition (KA)
–– Criteria should include items such as completing
planned training, reviewing processes and
documentation, passing Knowledge Acquisition
skills tests (e.g. > 80%), and drafting operational
documentation materials
• Shadowing
–– Criteria should include items such as the ability to
perform the process at an intermediate level as
measured by the outgoing supplier, reviewing any
backlog and assisting the incumbent to close open
items, continuing completion of any mandatory
training (e.g., regulatory, compliance, managed
services), and updates & reviews of operational
documentation with the incumbent and the client
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• Reverse Shadowing (RS)
–– Criteria should include items such as the ability
to perform tasks at a proficient level or better,
reduction in the backlog, and repeating less than
5% of tasks due to lack of skill, implementation of
the required operational processes/trainings, and
receiving client approval for the final operational
documentation
• Stabilization
–– Criteria should include items such as meeting SLA’s,
delivering the service without assistance from the
incumbent or the client, and confirming that no
major business issues have occurred which can be
attributed to the providers ability to perform
The transition quality management process
Define quality criteria
Defining transition quality management begins with
identifying the criteria for the completion of each phase
of the transition. Each criterion should be documented so
that it is specific enough to be measured and can show
improvement over the phases of the transition. The criteria
should be developed, reviewed and approved by project
and workstream leads for both the provider and the client.
The criteria also need to be specific to the processes
being transitioned (ITO, BPO, HRO, etc.). The criteria for
each phase of the transition need to be jointly developed
and agreed to by the client, the incumbent and the new
service provider prior to the start of the transition. These

criteria are documented in a quality gate checklist by
phase (Pre-planning, Knowledge Acquisition, Shadowing,
etc.). The criteria for each gate should show an increasing
level of proficiency as the provider moves through the
Knowledge Transfer lifecycle (e.g. ability to address an
incident ticket in the reverse-shadowing phase is expected
to be higher than in the shadowing phase). The final
criteria before go-live should include a qualitative criterion
that gives the client the opportunity to make a go/no-go
decision on whether the provider is ready to move into
steady state operations.
Two leading practices for driving common understanding
of the quality management processes governing the
transition are to:
• Define the criteria driving the acceptance for each
quality gate
• Develop a well-defined quality gate checklists as the
primary template for the facilitation of the quality gate
process early in the project
These practices have the potential to reduce the likelihood
of any disagreement between the parties on the
requirements to clear each quality gate.
Define the process
The process for the facilitation of the quality gates should
also be defined and agreed upon prior to starting the
transition. The process as shown in Figure 2 should be
defined in enough detail that everyone understands their
roles and responsibilities.
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Sign-off on
completion report

Executive
Leadership
Re-evaluate as required

Client
transition
team

KT Phase
complete

Supplier

Incumbent
Supplier

Collect and
finalize quality
gate checklist
and KT
documentation

Support KT

Review quality
gate checklist
and KT
documentation

Update
quality
gate
Checklist
Develop
gap
remediation plan

Collect and
finalize quality
gate checklist
and KT
documentation

Develop
gap
completion report

Provide input during
quality gate review

Repeat at the end of each KT step
Figure 2: Quality Gate Process Flow
Incumbents should be involved with reviews and score
the new provider’s performance against the quality gate
criteria as part of the process.
Depending on the size and scale of the transition, a Quality
Manager role staffed by the client as part of the transition
team should be identified. This puts the responsibility for
approval of the transition with the client. The role of the
Quality Manager is to coordinate the review and approval
of the technical and process transition documents by the

client leads and subject matter advisors for each area,
and also provide day to day monitoring and review of the
quality gate process for the transition. The Quality Manager
is also responsible to make sure that all the gate criteria are
completed and supported by the required documentation.
Managing the gates
Management of the gates is a shared responsibility. It
is described in three parts: Preparation, Facilitation and
Tracking.
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Owner

Activities
• Prepare the Quality Gate Checklist

Preparation

New Service
Provider

• Prepare the supporting documentation to demonstrate the completion of the
gate criteria
• Review the gate documentation with the client to gain agreement that the criteria
is completed
• Document issues and actions related to the gates
• Present the provider view of the gate criteria completion
• Review the gate documentation with the provider

Facilitation

Client

• Approve the completion of the gate criteria
• Monitor and assist with the closure of gate related issues and actions
• Track the schedule and status of the Quality Gates

Tracking

Client

• Work with the provider on the coordination and closure of gates according the
transition plan
• Track the closure of gate related issues and actions

* For Illustrative Purposes

The two most common methods for facilitating quality
gates are email and live (in-person or conference call)
quality review meetings. Facilitation of quality gates via
email would follow the steps above with the provider
developing the documentation and emailing the client
for review and approval. This process is can also leverage
a workflow tool. The review meetings are similar in that
the provider will develop the documentation, schedule
a pre-review meeting (if required) and the final review
meeting(s). Quality checks over email are suitable smaller
workstreams and early phases. Major workstreams and
later phases should be discussed during live meetings.
The client Quality Manager will facilitate the meetings,
walk through each quality gate criterion listed in the quality
gate checklist, and check/confirm agreement by all parties
on whether the quality gate criteria has been met. Any
issues or actions resulting from the quality gate review
meeting will be logged as an exception to be tracked.
Methods for handling exceptions will be discussed in the
next section.
The tracking of the status and schedule of the gates
should be performed by the Quality Manager. This will
provides confirmation that the quality gate requirements

Managing quality gates in large transitions
A transition with 30 waves, 5 gates per wave will
result in over 150 quality gates. This also requires the
review and approval of deliverables and documentation
associated with each quality gate. For transitions of
this size, it is likely pragmatic to facilitate email reviews
and approvals for a majority of the quality gate reviews
and require meetings for quality gates only for phases
requiring stakeholder participation. For example,
• Pre-planning and Shadowing — an email approval
could be done at the completion of each phase.
• Reverse Shadowing and the end of the transition —
formal meetings with the key stakeholders reviewing
and approving the transition criteria and metrics
for payment milestones are clearly met and approved. The
tracking of those dates can be tied to the quality gates and
any slippage of those dates will need to be managed by
the clients’ contract team.
Tracking the completion of the quality gates is an easy
method of tracking the transition schedule by key
milestones.
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The primary responsibility of meeting the requirements for
each criterion listed in the quality gate checklist resides
with the new provider. The client quality management
team is responsible for reviewing the quality of the
transition of services, documentation, approval of the
quality gates and tracking the progress of the schedule
against the transition plan.
Managing exceptions to quality gates
As mentioned earlier, the process should remain focused
on the quality of the transition and not turn into a “toll
gate” process where work stops until issues with the gates
are resolved.
A process should be developed and put into place
that allows for the gates to pass with exceptions and
remediation plans. In many situations, issues arise during
a transition that take time to resolve and will eventually
cause delays. An exception may be logged (if all parties
agree) as an issue or an action item in the transition action,
issue and risk log to close.
No quality gate issues or actions should be carried across
two consecutive quality gates. The second gate review
should not be scheduled until open issues or actions are
closed from the first gate review. There may be exceptions
to this rule, but it is recommended that the exceptions
should be managed through approvals by senior executive
stakeholders for the transition.
This has the potential of stopping the transition activities,
but that is not the intent of the process. The process
is intended to put pressure on closing the issues while
keeping the transition moving. This has two benefits:
1. It keeps the transition activities on schedule to the
transition plan
2. It prevents the ‘snow plowing’ the resolution of quality
issues and actions to the end of the program
The process for managing open issues and actions in
the final gate of a wave depends on the steady-state
governance model. It is generally permissible (if all
stakeholders agree) to move open issues and actions to
the steady-state governance organization to track post
transition.

Final signoff of the transition
The final signoff and acceptance of the transition should
only be done once all the planned quality gates are
completed and approved by the stakeholders and sponsors
of the transition. The process should allow for a Transition
Closeout meeting where the sponsor can provide their
final go/no-go decision of move forward in steady state
operations. This process can be performed at the end of
each wave or a group of waves and/or at the end of the
transition.
A Transition Closeout checklist must be completed prior
to go-live and signifies completion of all required Quality
Gates for the transition of services. This is often a formal
meeting that includes Transition Program Managers from
the client and service provider, select Steering Committee
member(s) and outsourcing initiative sponsors. Once
the Transition Closeout checklist review is completed, an
Acceptance Form is signed by all the key stakeholders
signifying the completion of the transition. The approvals
and documentation should be auditable and retained in an
appropriate repository.
Closing
A broad transition quality management process can
provide the following benefits:
• Mitigates and reduces service interruption to business
operations
• Confirms the quality of operational and process
documentation describing how the services are
delivered
• Provides assessment by the incumbent(s) that the new
service provider is ready to deliver services effectively
• Sets the tone for ongoing quality management of
outsourced services
Clients are ultimately responsible for the overall success
of any outsourcing transition. Having a broad quality
management process provides the checks and balances
for a client to accept an on-time transition of services
confidently.
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Vendor Management Program Office —
Onshore or offshore

Deloitte’s previous article1 discusses the five most common
challenges which have prohibited clients from optimizing
their Vendor Management (VM) functions. Some questions
which we did not address in the prior article include: Can
you fully leverage the efficiency and effectiveness of VM
capabilities by performing activities in an offshore location?
What types of issues can a client face in this scenario, not
only in executing processes but also managing relationships
with key stakeholders? This article illustrates the growing
trend to offshore elements of Vendor Management
Program Offices (VMPOs).
Executive Summary
Spend on Information Technology (IT) products and
services has continued to increase and in addition the
evolution of outsourcing has transitioned to additional
channels, e.g. Cloud, and additional products, e.g.
procurement, legal, mid office functions etc. As a result
there is an increased emphasis on VM to effectively,
implement controls and governance to manage risks
and compliance issues, communicate VM strategy, build
relationships with BUs and internal stakeholders, and
integrate across multiple external providers.
Historically clients have extended on shore sourcing and
procurement functions to include a VM capability. As
demand for IT outsourcing and offshoring has continued
to increase, and grow in complexity, VM functions have
evolved and established their own identity, including
specialized skills and tools for VM. The next stage of this
outsourcing journey has seen a growing trend of clients
moving VM functions and processes to near shore or
offshore centers. Just as clients have evaluated benefits
for outsourcing IT and non IT services, realizing not just
cost benefits, in a similar vein the same approach can be
applied to VM.
There are a number of functions, and within some
functions sub processes, that can be moved to an offshore
center for execution and support. Challenges continue to
remain in managing distanced relationships with Business
Units managers, key stakeholders in compliance and
service delivery and interdependencies with supply chain.

1 Deloitte’s The Vendor Management Program Office (VMPO): Five
deadly sins of vendor management, Deloitte Consulting LLP 2013

However, lessons can be learned as vendors have also
faced similar challenges. A key is not to focus on sole cost
savings and labor arbitrage, but by moving VM functions
into a Center of Excellence (CoE) or Shared Service center
(SSC) with specialized VM skills, clients have successfully
increased the effectiveness of VM processes.
Why should you offshore VMPO functions?
There are a range of benefits which can materialize from
offshoring VMPO functions, which include:
• Access to specialized skills in a CoE model
• Additional cost benefits from adopting an offshore
model
• Building a flexible, scalable VMPO offshore model
whereby additional volumes and vendors are managed
more effectively and seamlessly under the same
methodology
• Adopting a 24x7 model for global client base and to
manage global vendors in multiple locations
• Increased ability to build local relationships with local
based vendors
• Co locating VMPO with other offshore BU functions
and/or shared service center functions
These benefits from an offshore operation are in addition
to benefits from a central VMPO, e.g., standard and
consistent approach to managing vendors through metrics,
governance and relationship management.
Traditional functions to offshore
Many traditional VM functions lend themselves well to
offshoring. If executed correctly through a SSC or CoE
model, the offshoring model can provide significant
synergies not just across VM, but across the entire IT
governance organization. See Figure 1 below.
Based on Deloitte’s experience, approximately 75%2 of
the VM functions and processes can be performed at an
offshore location while managing risk. In fact, the optimal
retained and offshore mix will enable the VM leadership
to focus on the strategic relationship and issues with the
vendors instead of focusing on the day to day tactical
aspects of the outsourced relationship.

2 Based on Deloitte analysis
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Operating model
Drive value delivery from service providers to its customers with a focus on following
value objectives: service quality, cost efficiency, risk management and agility
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Figure 13
This section provides guidance on functions and processes that can be performed at an offshore or remote location.
Contract management: provides the rigor and means for managing and implementing amendments to the contract
during its term. Maintain currency of the contract so that it accurately reflects the environment and services being
provided at a point in time. All contract obligations, deliverables, rights, and constraints are identified and managed in a
timely manner to promote successful execution of the contract.
Processes retained on-shore

Process candidates for offshore

• Provide contract training

• Manage & track obligations

• Provide contract amendments

• Manage contract compliance

• Negotiate/renegotiate contracts

• Draft contract guides
• Draft formal correspondence
• Provide contract interpretation/advice
• Manage contract life-cycle
• Manage deliverable acceptance
• Provide contract drafting/support of drafting
• Process contract changes

Commercial/Finance Management: provides a methodology for the review of vendor invoices and payment
recommendations. Review vendor spend and contract utilization against contractual terms and services provided,
including management of the invoicing, payment and service credit/penalties processes. A key value add of this function
includes tracking the business case and savings identified in the contract.
3 Based on Deloitte analysis
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Processes retained on-shore

Process candidates for offshore

• Track business case

• Verify rate and volume/invoice charges/recommend
payment

• Undertake cost saving initiatives

• Perform allocation/chargeback
• Track service credits
• Manage foreign exchange and COLA calculations
• Monitor and report capacity optimization
• Assist with benchmarking process
• Collect and aggregate business forecasts
• Provide budgeting assistance
• Provide forecasting assistance
• Financial analysis on additional/new scope proposals
Governance: a key to any outsourced arrangement is how the relationship is being managed. The governance function
establishes the formal process to track and manage relationships across all levels of the organization (from service delivery
organization to the executive level). Tactically, this function consists of a governance framework, defined authorities,
forums and their respective terms of reference (ToR) to provide that the appropriate information is received by relevant
parties in order for them to undertake effective decision making. It is supported by a number of reports as specified in
each forum’s ToR. This function also provides a clear escalation path to establish that the appropriate stakeholders are
involved to resolve issues and disputes.
Processes retained on-shore

Process candidates for offshore

• Undertake assessment against outsource objectives

• Establish and manage governance forums

• Provide input on strategy generation or capacity
management processes

• Create and manage signing authority framework
documents

• Approval of key decision making, including KPIs and
vendor performance

• Prepare agendas, track issues and actions, develop
materials and follow up post forums
• Manage demand and capacity approval process

Document Management: managing document repository is a tedious but necessary evil. Making sure all contracts are
kept current, changes are tracked and documented, and have a central place for all documentation, contracts, artifacts,
legal correspondence etc., is critical from a compliance standpoint. The processes are very transactional and should be
performed offshore since they require least interaction with the stakeholders.
Processes retained on-shore

Process candidates for offshore
• Develop process documents
• Set up and manage e-room/central document
repository
• Maintain repository of contractual artifacts
• Perform auditing/updating/archiving of agreements
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Service Performance Management: performs tasks such as demand forecasting, measuring of vendor performance
against Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), manage relationship with the business,
and project management. Project management includes transition management — which expands and contracts
based on demand. For this function to be successful there needs to be a strongw link and synergy with the Contract
Management function.
Processes retained on-shore

Process candidates for offshore

• Facilitate vendor customer satisfaction surveys

• Provide dashboard reporting

• Act as point of escalation for service delivery or
performance issues

• Perform SLA monitoring & trending
• Monitor and report on continuous improvement
initiatives
• Manage regional and global service performance
• Undertake SLA change management
• Perform SLA escalation in cases of persistent breach

Transition and Transformation Management: establish transition and transformation program objectives and
expectations are being met; review status and progress of the Transition and Transformation Program. Approve
milestones, acceptance criteria and changes to program. This also includes review of and validating Transformation targets
and objectives. It provides an opportunity to review program changes and expedite escalated issues.
Processes retained on-shore

Process candidates for offshore

• Provide Transition and Transformation planning

• Provide Transition and Transformation monitoring &
reporting, including interdependencies and risks/issues

• Provide Transition and Transformation change
management and communications

• Provide Transition and Transformation governance and
program support

As organizations design and build their VM functions and operating models, a word of caution when designing the Roles
& Responsibilities matrix (RACI) is to establish that there is a defined role for the offshore team to clearly articulate the
interactions and hand-offs across the various stakeholders including vendors.
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Emerging functions to offshore
While organizations are becoming mature in the traditional
VM processes described above, the business environment
is causing an increased awareness of two emerging
VM functions: Supplier Risk Management and Service
Integration.

Strategy

Govern

Organization
Policies
Procedures

Manage

Guidelines

Communications, training
and awareness

Operate

Program
assessment

Audit &
compliance

Vendor
assessment

Supplier Risk Management
Supplier Risk Management (SRM) is a discipline of risk
management that attempts to proactively identify, mitigate
and manage risks and disruptions in the supply chain. A
typical SRM function comprises a three part hierarchy of
Govern, Manage and Operate as shown in figure 2 below.
Governance focuses on the risk management strategy
and its role within an organization’s Enterprise Risk
Management framework. Management focuses on
deploying the processes and resources to management
vendor risk effectively. Operations focuses on the day
to day technological and reporting needs that enable
the management and governance layers to execute
appropriate decision making. (For a more detailed
discussion of the SRM framework, see “The new reality
for managing supplier risk — it’s harder than you think”,
Deloitte Consulting LLP 2012)

Technology and tools
Metrics and reporting

Figure 24

Offshoring of SRM processes is greatest at the lower levels
of the pyramid, Operations, and less common at the top,
Governance. In our experience, the following processes
and activities are being moved to an offshore delivery
model:

Operations
Compliance and
Supplier Assessment

• Vendor onboarding, including anti-corruption due diligence and sanctions screening, and
vendor financial health analyses, and periodic vendor reassessments
• Execution, tracking and archival of non-disclosure agreements (if not automated by
technology)
• Contract compliance reviews
• Document management

Metrics and
Reporting

• Reporting on vendor onboarding assessment results
• Development of vendor performance management dashboards, such as service level and
KPI reports
• Distribution of performance management reports
• Maintenance and update of reporting templates
• Vendor spend analysis and geographic spend concentration analysis

Technology and
Tools

• Configuration of SRM tools, including contract management databases, risk management
tools and performance reporting and aggregation technology
• Integration of diverse vendor and risk management software tools
• Workflow management and approvals routing
• Data management, vendor master maintenance, data integrity assurance

4 Based on Deloitte analysis
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While the processes above tend to be candidates for
offshoring, a number of related processes and activities are
likely to be retained locally, e.g. onsite due diligence for
vendor onboarding. As always, a detailed assessment of
each activity’s characteristics should be required to finalize
the onshore/offshore decision.
Offshoring of SRM operations is on the rise and the
procedural nature of reporting, technology and compliance
activities supports offshoring. However, there are a number
of key challenges to be aware of. For one thing, many
organizations frequently struggle with the integration
of a multitude of vendor-focused systems. Contract
management software, risk assessment databases and
performance dashboard tools have been implemented at
different times, and in different geographies with varying
requirements. As a result, systems may not “talk” to
each other, and frequently do not share keys that enable
consistent compilation of data across systems. When
moving a process offshore, a company will likely lose some

of the institutional knowledge that has been acquired by
its previous process managers, making it critical to have
an underlying technology base of consistent, clean and
accurate data.
Service Integration
Service Integration (SI) is a critical enabler in
operationalizing the multi-vendor operating model. As
large scale end-to-end IT outsourcing deals with single
providers are decreasing in favor of more targeted
solutions, multi-vendor operating models are becoming
more common.
A typical IT SI model is illustrated below in figure 3. Recent
experience suggests that most companies have not fully
understood how to design and deploy a Service Integration
function, and as a result, few processes and activities are
delivered from offshore. However, when companies do
deliver SI remotely, the most transactional activities are the
first to transition.

IT Operating model
Drive value delivery from service providers to the business with
a focus on providing high quality service, cost efficiency, risk
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Business End-Customer

Process Development & Monitoring
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Security & Risk Management
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Transition & Transformation Management

Quality & Compliance Management
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Program Management
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OEM service providers
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Performs global integration role for the outsourced multi-sourced operating environment

Figure 35
5 Based on Deloitte analysis
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Offshore activities are most common in the following
functions.
Governance: SI Governance design, decision making and
authority tend to be delivered locally or globally, however
a number of discrete activities can be delivered offshore.
These include:
• Documentation of Operating Level Agreements (OLAs)
to govern interactions and vendor-to-vendor service
levels
• Cross-vendor governance forum administration,
including scheduling, documentation preparation, notetaking and distribution of notes and action items
• Issue and action follow up, documentation update and
distribution
Process development and monitoring: The Service
Integrator is responsible for creating, maintaining, and
instituting the end-to-end process framework for service
delivery management. Within this function, activities
delivered offshore include:
• Documentation and publication of cross-vendor
procedures, including cross-vendor change
management and problem management procedures
• Development of SLA reporting templates
• Documentation of interaction maps
Performance management: Performance management
is the measurement, tracking, reporting, and management
of service delivery performance according to the Operating
Level Agreements (OLAs) and Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) across the client and vendors. Activities that are
most commonly offshored include:
• Cross-vendor SLA and OLA data collection
• Review of cross-vendor SLA and OLA data for
completeness, accuracy, quality and timeliness
• Coordination of approval workflows, including the
confirmation of actual results achieved
• Aggregation, normalization and reporting, including
dashboard development, and distribution of reports and
dashboards

As organizations develop competency in SI, more processes
and activities can be moved offshore. High performing SI
organizations have an opportunity to reduce overheads
and improve quality by implementing an offshore Service
Integration Center of Excellence which over time can move
up the value chain and begin to deliver a more broad set
of services.
Additional Considerations for Offshoring
As organizations become more adept at VM, Supplier
Risk Management and Service Integration, and implement
offshore CoE, a larger scope of such services can be
delivered offshore. One of the most critical success factors
for successfully adding scope to an offshore CoE is to
maintain a core of highly skilled, qualified and experienced
practitioners that can contribute not only process
execution, but also thought leadership and continuity of
experience to the CoE.
With an experienced offshore CoE, the organization can
begin to deliver the following services.
Vendor onboarding: Vendor onboarding typically requires
analyses such as cost-benefit analyses, and reputation risk
assessments. Experienced offshore teams can complete
such activities, along with the documentation and archival
of results
Contract development: When legal templates and
guidelines are provided, offshore teams can participate in
the drafting, editing, redlining and updating of contract
and SOW documentation.
Risk remediation recommendations: Risk assessment
such as financial health analyses can yield various levels
and types of risk that require remediation. As offshore
teams develop experience with the organization’s SRM
policies and procedures, they can begin to develop and
recommend remediation plans for business units and
procurement functions to execute prior to and during
vendor onboarding.
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Tooling assessment and implementation: VM tooling is
a challenging area for VM organizations. As clients look to
identify tools for VM, the research and recommendation
can be performed offshore. Similarly, implementation
and integration of technology tools, typically performed
by technology groups, can be performed, coordination
and managed offshore, as can ongoing configuration,
development and maintenance of the VMPO tools.

Risks and risk mitigation
It is important to carefully identify and select the VMPO
functions that are good candidates for offshoring and
there are certain risks that need to be managed with the
offshoring decision. Based on our experience, we have
identified below some of the risks that an organization may
face by offshoring the VMPO activities and we provided
our perspective on the mitigation plans that can be
implemented to help overcome these potential risks.

Regional VM: A final area where we have begun to see
offshore delivery is in regional operations management.
A typical VMPO for a global outsourcing deal will have
VM co-located with the business units around the world.
Elements of regional data aggregation, consolidation
and normalization, reporting, dashboard production, and
distribution of reports to local teams can also be effectively
performed from the offshore VM CoE
Potential Risks

Mitigation Plan

VMPO gets treated as
a shadow organization
resulting in lack of
coordination with the
business units

Design a flexible and scalable VMPO organization structure which enables certain
activities requiring high degree of collaboration (such as demand management) with
the internal business units to be performed by the onsite VMPO team and supported
by the offshore team. This can confirm the VMPO remains closely coordinated with
the business and the vendors. Also implement a clear value proposition and policy for
offshore VMPO so BUs will want to integrate with them.

Limited coordination with
the vendors due to potential
time zone challenges

Structure the offshore VMPO team to focus on activities that can be performed in
different time zones and do not require tight collaboration with the vendors such
as invoice review and payment approvals, risk assessments, vendor performance
scorecards. Whereas activities that require high-touch with the vendors such as
managing and running governance forums and committees should be performed by
the onsite teams. Establish that the design of the VMPO operating model is not built
in a vacuum without consideration of vendors locations.

Issues with contract
handoffs as new contracts
and/or amendments to
existing contracts are
performed by the onsite
Sourcing & Procurement
teams

Clear demarcation of roles & responsibilities between the sourcing & procurement
function and the VMPO organization will help alleviate some of these risks.
Additionally, providing the VMPO organization a broader mandate that enables them
to negotiate amendments to existing contracts that are already under the purview of
the VMPO function can minimize any handoff issues. Having a well-defined process
for transitioning of any new contracts and/or vendors can help mitigate any of the
remaining challenges.

Talent retention

Adopt clear career paths for team members. Team must be designed and integrated
with a broader offshore SSC or BU function to foster a sense of community,
integration and collaboration.
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The above represent some of the key risks that an
organization can face by offshoring its VMPO activities.
However, these challenges can be overcome by designing
a VMPO operating model that is flexible and that enables
tight collaboration with business units, the sourcing &
procurement organization, additional internal stakeholder
groups and the vendors. A key driver of success across
all these risks is to foster an environment of frequent
interaction, including face to face interaction, between the
offshore VMPO and key stakeholders.
Conclusion
Despite the decline in labor arbitrage benefits outsourcing
and offshoring continue to be on the rise. The challenges
in managing relationships with BUs, multiple vendors and
sourcing and procurement functions remain, however, that
has not prohibited clients from exploring and successfully
moving VM functions to offshore centers.

A range of benefits, similar to benefits from IT outsourcing
and offshoring functions, can be realized, including access
to specialized skills, centralized Centers Of Excellence
supported by specific Finance, Contract management, Risk
and Compliance tools etc., and access to scalable support
functions where additional volumes invoices, service
requests, contract changes, etc. can be efficiently and
seamlessly managed.
VM if appropriately branded and invested in, can continue
to effectively manage risks and optimize savings from
managing vendors. However, that is only first base;
additional efficiencies can be realized by moving functions
offshore.
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5

Global Business Services
New opportunities to
capture value

What is Global Business Services — and why should
you care?
For more than two decades, organizations around the
world have been using shared services and outsourcing to
improve service delivery and reduce costs within defined
parts of their businesses. Now, leading organizations
are taking the next step. Instead of operating numerous
shared services centers and managing outsourcing vendors
independently, they are implementing Global Business
Services, providing integration of governance, locations,
and business practices to shared services and outsourcing
activities across the enterprise.
A move to Global Business Services should require
much more than simply asking shared services centers
to cooperate. It represents a fundamental shift in how
businesses think about and manage shared services and
outsourcing. Those that get it right can achieve enormous
improvements in performance.
What is driving the Global Business Services trend?
Mature users of shared services and outsourcing often
report that different functions, business units, and regions
have implemented their solutions in different ways,
resulting in a confusing array of contracts, agreements,
arrangements, practices, and processes. It’s not unusual
to find situations in large organizations where human
resources has its own dedicated shared services centers,
while finance has shared services centers in some regions

and outsourcing arrangements in others. Equally, we
have seen organizations where IT has its own collection
of disparate outsourcing arrangements, including several
help desks, while marketing, sales and customer service
use many different suppliers and systems. In some cases,
different departments in a single company are using the
same providers — but with different contract terms —
with little or no coordination across organizational silos.
Leaders of these organizations want to bring order to this
chaos. They want to know where they’ll find the next
tranche of incremental value. They are concerned about
managing their exposure to global locations and providers.
They want to improve controls.
Less experienced organizations may have implemented
shared services or outsourcing for only one or two business
units or functions. And while the journey might not have
been easy, the results are likely proving to be worth the
effort. These organizations are eager to leverage their
current successes to drive value in other parts of the
business. They want to take steps that lessons learnt are
used to reduce risk as they strive for even more efficiencies.
They want to share infrastructure to drive faster speed-tovalue and avoid re-inventing the wheel.
Even organizations that haven’t used shared services or
outsourcing in the past are now actively considering Global
Business Services as a way to benefit from the experiences
of others and leapfrog the learning curve.
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Getting granular: The ins and outs of Global
Business Services
The term “Global Business Services” has been applied
to a wide variety of models that attempt to coordinate
service delivery across multiple functions, such as finance
and human resources. Some organizations view Global
Business Services simply as having cooperation among
their functional shared services centers, perhaps with some
common forums to share learning. In these situations, one
of the things binding the centers together is a loose global
leadership structure that may not even have direct support
from corporate executive leadership. Other organizations
— those practicing true Global Business Services —
view the opportunity as a fundamentally different way
of thinking about support services throughout the
organization, with a common leadership and governance
structure tied to overall organizational objectives.
While there are many flavors of Global Business Services in
the market, we have identified five essential characteristics
and behaviors necessary to help drive the sustainable
performance improvements many organizations seek.
Essential characteristics: the five multi’s
Multi-function. An organization may have started its
journey with a single function or business process, but
true Global Business Services organizations are multifunction in scope — and have significant integration
across those functions. Common functions include finance,
human resources, IT, customer service, procurement, and
operations (e.g., logistics, supply chain) — as well as those
that are specific to an industry, such as claims or loan
processing in insurance and banking.

Multi-location. Shared services often start with multiple
centers in each region for each function. Global Business
Services organizations take performance to the next level
by consolidating that footprint to fewer locations. Some
organizations continue to rely on a regional delivery model,
while others choose a hub-and-spoke approach, with the
bulk of work typically performed in an Asian hub.
Multi-sourced. Global Business Services organizations are
increasingly agnostic when it comes to sourcing. Although
some continue to rely exclusively on shared services or
outsourcing, others are combining the two in whatever
ways make sense for the business. Typically, transactional
activities are being outsourced, with higher value advisory
activities delivered through captive centers and or global
centers of excellence. Many mature organizations are
holding Global Business Services accountable for service
levels, while letting Global Business Services decide how
those services will likely be delivered.
Multi-business. Many large organizations have seen their
shared services and outsourcing initiatives evolve out of a
single business unit, often the largest one. In some cases,
the internal political environment may create barriers to
adoption by other business units, forcing them to go it
alone. Global Business Services organizations typically serve
more than one business unit, applying the leading practices
to the broader organization.

Multi-region. Similarly, a shared services or outsourcing
program may have begun supporting one region but true
Global Business Services organizations support regions
within an organization, typically providing services in the
Americas, Europe, and Asia-Pacific.
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Essential behaviors: The five common’s
Common approach to governance. Many of the
sophisticated Global Business Services organizations
incorporate a standardized approach to governance, often
structured by business process. By having a single global
owner for each process, they are able to improve efficiency
and control.
Common leadership structure. Many shared services
and outsourcing organizations end up with leadership
structures aligned to the function, business unit or region
they serve. However, many of the sophisticated Global
Business Services organizations have a common leadership
structure that balances the need for commonality with
business intimacy. Even more important, effective Global
Business Services leadership is often part of the C-suite,
and is thus empowered to make decisions for the broader
organization.

Our model over time has evolved and expanded as
we focus more on generating value for our business
by leveraging our ability to transform end-to-end
processes — while optimizing our delivery capability
and footprint. Our GBS strategy, which is based on a
hybrid platform, has created the potential to achieve
the next level of value beyond unit cost efficiency.
— Philip Whelan
Global Strategy and Process Management Director, BP Global Business Services
Common approach to service management. Effective
Global Business Services organizations set up a common
approach to service management, overcoming the
mish-mash of service level agreements and reporting
structures that many organizations end up with. A
consistent approach across functions and regions helps
improve customer satisfaction and reduces the effort
required for reporting.

Common approach to continuous improvement.
Individual shared services centers often achieve some
level of continuous improvement, and man outsourcing
contracts typically include basic productivity commitments.
But with high-performing Global Business Services,
organizations bring a business-wide approach to
continuous improvement, which can deliver greater
benefits from less investment and effort. They achieve
this by building an organizational culture that values
continuous improvement, and by using common
methodologies, tools, and resources across functions and
departments.
Common talent development model. Effective Global
Business Services organizations can attract the highest
quality talent by building a strong brand both inside and
outside of the organization. A standardized approach to
talent development (competency model, training, etc.)
enables the development of a unit recognized as highperforming throughout the organization.
What’s in it for you?
Many organizations have implemented standalone
shared services and outsourcing, and the benefits are
well understood and proven. They typically include cost
reduction, enhanced efficiency, improved control, better
quality and service levels, and a greater focus on the core
business. So what additional benefits — over and above
standalone shared services and outsourcing — can Global
Business Services really offer?
Skeptics challenge the wisdom of placing separate
functions under a common umbrella. They ask: Is there any
genuine synergy between finance and human resources?
Can one center manage my customer back office and my
IT service management? Can Global Business Services really
drive lower costs and improved services — or is it simply
saving a small number of management heads?
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These are fair and important questions. And the answers
lie in approaching Global Business Services as much more
than a loose collection of shared services and outsourcing
agreements. The potential benefits of a successful Global
Business Services implementation are real and compelling.
Improved alignment with the business strategy and
growth agenda. Business leaders often find that a
Global Business Services model is an effective structure to
support their growth strategies. Global Business Services
can help improve scalability of the business (particularly
during mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures), further
reducing the cost of operations, driving synergies in the
business, and providing improved access to data to support
management decisions.
Increased CEO attention that breaks down barriers
and attracts talent and investment. Global Business
Services can put support services on the CEO agenda. This
increased attention can enhance the value that Global
Business Services can deliver, encouraging investment in
support services, and removing challenging road blocks.
For example, piecemeal adoption of shared services and
outsourcing often leads to organizational silos, with
internal politics discouraging some functions or regions
from participating. Attention at the CEO or board level
can provide a mandate for Global Business Services,
support wider adoption, and lead to far more value than
standalone initiatives. In addition, getting Global Business
Services on the CEO agenda helps attract quality talent at
both the leadership and operational levels.

better coordinating the location model, organizations
can reduce costs and more effectively attract and retain
talent. And by leveraging common service management
technology, organizations can deliver a higher quality and
more consistent user experience. Also, many organizations
have contracts with multiple outsourcing providers (or
even multiple contracts with the same provider) that
feature different terms, pricing, and service management
approaches. A Global Business Services model allows
outsourcing contracts to be negotiated and managed on a
global scale, reducing cost and complexity, and rewarding
the suppliers that deliver the superior benefits.
Expanded process scope that enables operational
excellence. Adding more processes into Global Business
Services helps increase the opportunities to leverage
process synergies and achieve excellence in end-to-end
processing. For example, placing procurement and
finance under one Global Business Services organization
enables end-to-end purchase-to-pay processing, instead
of separate procurement and invoice-to-pay processes.
This creates better visibility to sourcing, thereby achieving
significant spend reductions. In addition, Global Business
Services organizations can adopt a common, more rigorous
approach to continuous improvement, getting very good
at taking on a new process, standardizing it, and then
improving its efficiency and effectiveness. This operational
excellence doesn’t just improve back-office processing, it
permeates the whole business. Global Business Services
with global governance helps provide an environment for
global process owners to be truly effective.

Consolidation that drives economies of scale. A Global
Business Services model consolidates support functions into
a common environment that takes advantage of locationsharing and economies of scale. By increasing scale and
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By combining HR, Finance, IT and Global
Marketing in common SSCs, we have co-ordinated a
global approach supported by a common strategy and
the same governance principles. We have focused on
ensuring a robust and integrated approach to
program governance, which ensures that the
functions are well connected. The reward of working
together has been significant.
— Catherine Jallu-Berthier, Vice President Finance Shared Services, and
Marc Chevenard, Senior Vice President, HR Operations & Transformation,
Schneider Electric
Figure 1 The key dimensions of a fully integrated Global Business Services Model
Geographical Scope

Local

Regional

Global

Degree of Automation

Limited Automation

Medium Automation

Maximum Automation

Degree of Value Add

Transactional

Functional Scope

One Function

Transactional and
Advisory
2–3 Functions

Multi-Function

Degree of
Functional
Integration

Minimal Sharing

Governance

Governance by/in function

Single over-arching governance
with one GBS lead, often C-level

Continuous
Improvement

CI specific to function/BU

Enterprise-wide CI with common budget
& tools

Process Ownership

Informal process networks

End-to-end Global Process Owners

Service
Management

Different models per function/BU

Consistent Service Management
Framework

Customer
Interaction

Myriad of customer interaction tools

Universal customer interface supported
by standard toolset

Systems & Master
Data

Multiple systems & decentralized master
data

One integrated platform, centralised
Master Data Management

Sourcing

In-house and outsourcing, not aligned

Managed Services blending captive and
outsourcing solutions

People
Development

Specific to centre and/or function

GBS competency model & training
curriculum

Culture

Different culture at each centers

Strong GBS culture & brand

Location

Separate functional centers

Co-location into multi-functional centers

Sharing of Tools &
Processes

Sharing of
Infrastructure

Full Integration

A global approach that improves visibility, control,
and risk management. Many COOs are evaluating their
organizations’ risk profiles by asking tough questions.
What is my exposure in India? What is the likely impact
if a particular supplier goes bust? With standalone
shared services and outsourcing, it can be difficult to
answer such questions because the required information
resides in different parts of the organization, and no
one is responsible for monitoring delivery risk across
the extended enterprise. A Global Business Services
organization is well positioned to monitor and manage
these issues. It can drive greater standardization of controls
and risk management, and work hand-in-hand with the
internal audit function to create a more effective control
environment.
Six keys to effective Global Business Services
implementation
Adopting a Global Business Services model can produce
significant benefits — but making it work is easier said
than done. Here are some practical tips for implementing
Global Business Services:
Decide how far to go. There are three primary stages of
Global Business Services: Sharing between support services
operations without co-location, sharing with co-location,
and sharing with co-location and enterprise-wide Global
Business Services governance. Any organization with
more than one shared services center or outsourcing
arrangement should at least be sharing information and
leading practices between operations. However, many
organizations — especially those that are truly global in
nature — could gain significant benefits by moving further
up the continuum.
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Establish sponsorship at the highest executive levels. By
its nature, a Global Business Services model transcends an
organization’s traditional silos, be they functions, regions,
or business units. Although a Global Business Services
initiative might be rooted in a single silo, it should require
enterprise-level sponsorship from the board, CEO, or COO.
Depending on the organization’s culture, leaders may
choose to make adoption compulsory or have the Global
Business Services organization rely on persuasion to ensure
stakeholder participation. Either way, sponsorship at the
organization’s highest level is critical.

Establish ongoing process leadership. Some of Global
Business Services’ greatest benefits stem from the ability to
standardize processes across the organization. To that end,
a key enabler of Global Business Services effectiveness is
having process owners who control how a process such as
procure-to-pay is run throughout the organization. To be
effective, these roles should be set up as cross-organization
or group-wide mandates — with the teeth to enforce
standards and drive change. In some cases, global process
owners even have “pay-and-rations control” over the
people working in their process areas.

Define an effective leadership structure. Many Global
Business Services leaders report to someone in the C-suite,
which is likely to ensure appropriate senior executive
sponsorship. In some cases that person is not a functional
leader (e.g., CEO or COO), which reduces the risk of any
one function being perceived to be in overall control. In the
Deloitte 2013 Global Shared Services Survey available on
www.deloitte.com, 50% of the participating organizations
said they have assigned a leader to manage shared services
centers across their organization. Of these leaders, 49%
report to the CFO, 16% to the CEO, 3% to the CIO, and
the rest to other roles in the organization (such as the
Chief Administrative Officer, Chief Operating Officer, or
Controller).

Many companies invest heavily in standardizing processes,
only to see the benefits erode over time as different
parts of the organization introduce their own unique
modifications. Standardization should be managed and
governed as a new way of working, not as a one-off
exercise. A process council — a group of stakeholders
closely involved with any particular process — can help
process owners succeed by providing valuable input on
specific decisions.

Figure 2 Reporting Relationships for Global
Business Services
3%

Aggressively manage change. Setting up a Global
Business Services organization often requires significant
change that affects a wide range of functions and business
stakeholders. It is important to develop a structured
change and communications plan well in advance that can
help deliver clear and consistent messages to functions and
stakeholders involved in the process.

6%

5%
5%

7%
49%

9%

16%
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Chief Executive officer (CEO)

Controller

Chief Operating officer (COO)

Chief Administrative Office (CAO)

Chief Human Resource Office (CHRO)

Chief Information Office (CIO)

Other
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Mind the details
There are a whole host of detailed considerations that any organization implementing Global Business Services
should address. Although it is not possible to draw up an exhaustive list that applies to every situation, here are some
important aspects to consider when developing an implementation plan.
• Different parts of the organization may have very different levels of maturity. How will the Global Business Services
organization deliver in this diverse environment?
• How will delivery be managed in terms of service level agreements and governance?
• What financial arrangements will the Global Business Services organization operate under? How will it charge for its
services?
• What technologies, common platforms, and service management tools will the Global Business Services team need
to be effective?
• Where will services be delivered from? Will each center provide the same set of services?
• What sourcing model will be used? Which services will be delivered from in-house shared services centers? Which
will be outsourced?
• What tax implications will the Global Business Services organization have?
Beginning your Global Business Services Journey
Global Business Services organizations are likely destined
to become a common part of the business landscape,
just like shared services and outsourcing. However, Global
Business Services might not be right for every company.
Each organization should consider its different business
requirements and culture to determine if a Global Business
Services model makes sense.
In general, a Global Business Services model tends to
work better for organizations with operating models and
cultures that are truly global in nature. These organizations
can take advantage of their vast scale and scope to create
significant business value from Global Business Services.
On the other hand, for a highly federated business,
or one where business units operate autonomously,
Global Business Services could be a step too far. In

these situations, continuing down the path of regional
shared services or targeted outsourcing might be more
appropriate. That said, any organization that has more
than one shared service center or outsourcing relationship
should at the very least be sharing information and leading
practices between those operations. Anything less may
likely be wasting money.
The road to Global Business Services can be a bumpy one,
given the complex mix of people, processes, technology,
and multiple geographies involved. Yet companies that
persevere and achieve a true Global Business Services
organization are likely to see significant benefits —
including service quality and cost savings over and above
what could be achieved through more limited approaches
to shared services and outsourcing.
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